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CITY OF DALLAS

May 21, 2021
Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council

Fitch Ratings Affirms ‘A’ Rating and Negative Outlook for Love Field Airport
Modernization Corporation (LFAMC) Outstanding Debt– RATING ACTION
On May 19, Fitch Ratings (Fitch) affirmed its ‘A’ rating and Negative outlook on the
outstanding Love Field Airport Modernization Corporation (LFAMC) bonds issued on
behalf of the City of Dallas (City) as part of an annual review. Fitch notes that the rating
“reflects [Dallas Love Field Airport] DAL's resilient and growing traffic base prior to the
coronavirus pandemic within the strong Dallas metropolitan region, including the sharp
increase in traffic following the expiration of the Wright Amendment,” and “should DAL’s
recovery trajectory remain in line with or better than recent performance, a return to a
Stable Outlook may be warranted in the coming months.”
Fitch’s analysis of LFAMC’s credit profile key rating drivers includes volume revenue
risk, price revenue risk, infrastructure development/renewal, debt structure, and
financial profile. In terms of volume revenue risk, Fitch notes the strong market and
carrier concentration, with DAL as “the second major domestic airport serving the
economically strong Dallas-Fort Worth metropolitan region,” and rates the price volume
risk “Stronger,” detailing the solid cost recovery framework. According to the report,
despite operating deficits, “surpluses generated from other non-airline revenues are
more than sufficient to offset these cash flow shortfalls.” Additionally, “should there be
considerable service reductions or a Southwest cessation of operations, reimbursement
payments for the special facility bonds would terminate in full, ensuring the airport
maintains an attractively low CPE for new entrants.” Fitch also states that with a
well-defined capital plan, the infrastructure development/renewal are also rated
“Stronger.” Fitch also highlights the “Stronger” debt structure on outstanding debt and
financial profile of the DAL.
While Fitch’s report of the LFAMC credit profile reflects a positive rating, it also details
potential rating sensitivities that could lead to a negative rating action, including
“worst-case-scenario” in operation or financial performance, new debt issuances that
would increase General Airport Revenue Bonds leverage to greater than 6.0 times, or
volatility in post-pandemic traffic.
Despite extreme obstacles to the airline industry in the last year, the LFAMC and Dallas
Love Field Airport have maintained a strong credit profile, sustained operations to the
City of Dallas and the international community.
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Please find attached the report provided by Fitch. If you have any questions or need
further information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

M. Elizabeth Reich
Chief Financial Officer
[Attachment]
c:

T.C. Broadnax, City Manager
Chris Caso, City Attorney
Mark Swann, City Auditor
Bilierae Johnson, City Secretary
Preston Robinson, Administrative Judge
Kimberly Bizor Tolbert, Chief of Staff to the City Manager

Majed A. Al-Ghafry, Assistant City Manager
Jon Fortune, Assistant City Manager
Joey Zapata, Assistant City Manager
Dr. Eric A. Johnson, Chief of Economic Development & Neighborhood Services
M. Elizabeth (Liz) Cedillo-Pereira, Chief of Equity and Inclusion
Directors and Assistant Directors
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RATING ACTION COMMENTARY

Fitch Af rms Love Field Airport
Modernization Corp (TX)
Senior Revs at 'A'; Outlook
Negative
Wed 19 May, 2021 - 3:35 PM ET
Fitch Ratings - Austin - 19 May 2021: Fitch Ratings has af rmed the 'A' rating on Love Field
Airport Modernization Corporation, TX's (LFAMC) $214 million outstanding senior lien
airport revenue bonds, series 2015 and series 2017 issued on behalf of the City of Dallas
(City) for the Love Field Airport (DAL). The Rating Outlook is Negative.

RATING RATIONALE
The rating re ects DAL's resilient and growing traf c base prior to the coronavirus
pandemic within the strong Dallas metropolitan region, including the sharp increase in
traf c following the expiration of the Wright Amendment. The rating also re ects the
operational constraints of the DAL terminal following several years of high growth. Dallas
Love entered the coronavirus pandemic period with a strong nancial position including
modest leverage of less than 3x, though its nancial strength will be tested in the near term
as pandemic recovery continues. Concentration risk is acute with Southwest Airlines
(BBB+/Negative) representing around 95% of enplanements and competition exists from
the larger Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport (DFW) though these risks are adequately mitigated by
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Southwest's long-term commitment to serving the airport, DAL's low cost-structure, and an
established underlying demand that is returning as the pandemic effects ease.
The Negative Outlook re ects the substantial adverse impact on operating performance
with modest recoveries to date due to the coronavirus and related containment measures,
along with uncertainty around the timing and magnitude of recovery. Should DAL's
recovery trajectory remain in line with or better than recent performance, a return to a
Stable Outlook may be warranted in the coming months.

KEY RATING DRIVERS
Strong Market; Carrier Concentration - Revenue Risk (Volume): Midrange
DAL is the second major domestic airport serving the economically strong Dallas-Fort
Worth metropolitan region. Fiscal 2019 enplanements reached 8.3 million prior to the
pandemic, but growth was levelling due to the constraint of the airport's permanent 20gate terminal capacity. However, enplanements fell sharply in FY2020 to around 5.1 million
and the timing and trajectory of recovery remain uncertain. Southwest Airlines' high
concentration exposes DAL to their scheduling decisions and could affect operational
performance. Air service competition with DFW remains an ongoing concern, although
Fitch views DAL as a strong complementary airport for the air trade service area.
Solid Cost Recovery Framework - Revenue Risk (Price): Stronger
DAL operates under a cost-center residual use and lease agreement (AUL), with a 20-year
term through 2028 that provides for sound carrier commitment and stable nancial
performance. Fitch notes that DAL's cost per enplanement (CPE) level is competitive at a
national level for medium-hub airports and is projected to be below forecast costs at DFW.
DAL is exposed to operating de cits at the city-owned executive airport and heliport;
however, surpluses generated from other non-airline revenues are more than suf cient to
offset these cash ow shortfalls. Should there be considerable service reductions or a
Southwest cessation of operations, reimbursement payments for the special facility bonds
would terminate in full, ensuring the airport maintains an attractively low CPE for new
entrants.
Well-De ned Capital Plan - Infrastructure Development/Renewal: Stronger
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Key airport facilities are in good condition following the recent completion of the
reconstructed terminal and new concession areas and should accommodate projected
traf c levels. The restrictive gate capacity limits capital improvements to redevelopment
and modernization projects. The airport's $430 million capital improvement program for
2021-2026 is funded through federal grants, passenger facility charge (PFC) revenues, City
of Dallas revenues and future debt issuances. Some projects have been delayed due to the
pandemic, but none have been cancelled. A $150 million commercial paper program has
been approved for interim nancing. DAL anticipates using the CP program and taking it
out with long-term bonds in scal 2023 though the amount and timing of future debt
issuances could change. Fitch's analyses currently assume this additional issuance goes
forward in 2023.
Conservative Debt Structure - Debt Structure Risk: Stronger
There are $214 million of general airport revenue bonds (GARBs) outstanding as of scal
year-end 2020. DAL's debt pro le has all xed-rate debt with level annual debt service
requirements of approximately $19.3 million and a nal maturity in scal 2037. While the
system's sum-suf cient rate covenant is more limited than for other airports, all other
structural features are satisfactory. The 2010 special facilities bonds are callable and may
be refunded under the current credit structure with forecast interest savings.
Financial Pro le
DAL's GARB lien net leverage is comparatively low at around 1.5x for FY 2020 but rises to
around 3.5x by FY 2025 in the coronavirus rating case, including an assumed $150 million
of future debt issuance for the capital plan. Liquidity is modest with unrestricted cash and
O&M reserve of approximately $66 million, which equates to more than 300 days cash on
hand. The 2020 debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) remained strong at 4.5x due to the
residual framework, and stabilizes to a ve-year average of 2.1x. CPE spiked to more than
$17 in 2020, but should level off around $10-$11 for FYs 2022-2025.

PEER GROUP
Fitch-rated comps include Chicago's Midway International Airport (MDW; A/Outlook
Negative) and Detroit (DTW; A/A senior/sub/Outlook Negative). MDW similarly serves a
comparable strong, metropolitan market with a greater than 90% Southwest concentration
and faces competition from a larger, nearby airport, but it plays more of a strategic role in
the Southwest network, serving more passengers and destinations and with more daily seat
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capacity than DAL. MDW and DTW share elevated leverage pro les relative to DAL, with
high carrier concentration and similar coverage levels under their long-term, fully residual
AULs that are lower than DAL's.

RATING SENSITIVITIES
Factors that could, individually or collectively, lead to positive rating action/upgrade:
--A return to a Stable Outlook could be likely over the next few months should LFAMC
experience a sustained recovery in passenger volumes in line with or better than the Fitch
Rating Case, leading to stabilization of the authority's nancial pro le at pre-pandemic
levels.
Factors that could, individually or collectively, lead to negative rating action/downgrade:
--Operational and nancial performance in line with or worse than Fitch's Coronavirus
Severe Downside Case;
--New debt issuances that increase net GARB leverage to greater than 6.0x on a sustained
basis;
--A material downshift or volatility in the post-pandemic traf c pro le given the Southwest
concentration.

BEST/WORST CASE RATING SCENARIO
International scale credit ratings of Sovereigns, Public Finance and Infrastructure issuers
have a best-case rating upgrade scenario (de ned as the 99th percentile of rating
transitions, measured in a positive direction) of three notches over a three-year rating
horizon; and a worst-case rating downgrade scenario (de ned as the 99th percentile of
rating transitions, measured in a negative direction) of three notches over three years. The
complete span of best- and worst-case scenario credit ratings for all rating categories
ranges from 'AAA' to 'D'. Best- and worst-case scenario credit ratings are based on historical
performance. For more information about the methodology used to determine sectorspeci c best- and worst-case scenario credit ratings, visit
https://www. tchratings.com/site/re/10111579.
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CREDIT UPDATE
Performance Update
Starting in March 2020, DAL has experienced a signi cant decline in passenger traf c as air
travel was sharply curtailed due to the coronavirus pandemic. April 2020 saw the most
severe passenger declines at -95% yoy, with September remaining -56% down yoy. For the
scal year ending September 2020, enplaned passengers declined by -39% yoy to 5.1
million, and revenues declined -13%. Current YTD results (2.0 million enplanements for
October to March 2021) indicate enplanements remained down 38% relative to 2020
levels.
The airport was approved for a commercial paper program in the amount of $150 million to
use for large projects needed for capital development; management intends to refund the
CP with GARB debt in scal 2023. The 2010 Special Facilities Bonds were callable in
November 2020. The City is ready to refund the Special Facilities Bonds under the current
credit structure, at signi cant savings, as soon as Southwest Airlines indicates it is ready to
move forward.
In response to the coronavirus pandemic, DAL delayed various capital projects, but none
have been cancelled. Total capital spending during 2020 was roughly $186 million, which
contributed to construction, rehabilitation, replacement and reconstruction of various
projects. From 2021 to 2026, DAL's capital plan is projected to be roughly $1.1 billion for
various airport related projects.
DAL received approximately $53 million in CARES Act funds from the federal stimulus
package in March/April 2020. As of September 2020, management indicated its intent to
use $33 million for FY19-20 needs ($4 million for capital projects, $10 million for debt
payment, and $19 million for O&M), allocating the remaining $20 million of funds for debt
payment in FY 2020-2021. DAL was also awarded nearly $16 million from CRSSA grants,
and will likely be the recipient of another approximately $40 million from the ARPA grants.
Because nal amounts have not yet been disclosed, these second and third rounds of
federal funding have not been factored into Fitch's cases at this time, but would provide
positive upside to nancial metrics.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
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Fitch Cases
Given the current economic environment due to the coronavirus and the unlikeliness of a
stable operating environment over the near term, Fitch's rating case is also considered the
base case. Fitch's rating case assumes, relative to scal 2019, a 42% decline in
enplanements in scal 2021, followed by declines of 20%, 15% and 5% in scal years 2022,
2023 and 2024, respectively. Enplanements reach full recovery in scal 2025. Airline
payments are driven by cost recovery terms under the rate agreements and adjusted for
CARES Act funding and non-aeronautical revenues are largely driven by uctuations in
passenger traf c. Under Fitch's rating case, DSCR declines to and remains around 2.0x. CPE
remains slightly elevated at $14 for 2021, but drops to roughly $10-$11 from scal 2022
through scal 2025. GARB leverage rises slightly with the assumed $150 million CP
takeout in 2023, but stabilizes below 4x by FY2024.
Fitch also ran a severe downside case with declines relative to 2019 of 55%, 45%, 25% and
10% in scal years 2021-2024, respectively, and full recovery in scal 2025. Under this
scenario, the DSCR and leverage pro les are the same as the rating case given the fully
residual AUL, but CPE is higher, reaching a maximum of almost $21 in scal 2021.

Asset Description
DAL is a medium-hub airport located approximately seven miles northwest of the City's
business district serving the Dallas and Dallas Fort Worth metropolitan areas. The airport,
together with Dallas Executive Airport and the Heliport, are managed and operated as an
airport system by the city's aviation department. Southwest's headquarters are adjacent to
the airport. Southwest has operated at DAL since 1971 and captures more than 90% of the
airport's market share.

REFERENCES FOR SUBSTANTIALLY MATERIAL SOURCE CITED AS KEY DRIVER OF
RATING
The principal sources of information used in the analysis are described in the Applicable
Criteria.
ESG CONSIDERATIONS
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Unless otherwise disclosed in this section, the highest level of ESG credit relevance is a
score of '3'. This means ESG issues are credit-neutral or have only a minimal credit impact
on the entity, either due to their nature or the way in which they are being managed by the
entity. For more information on Fitch's ESG Relevance Scores, visit
www. tchratings.com/esg.

RATING ACTIONS
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FITCH RATINGS ANALYSTS
Jeffrey Lack
Director
Primary Rating Analyst
+1 312 368 3171
Fitch Ratings, Inc.
2600 Via Fortuna, Suite 330 Austin, TX 78746
Erik Diehl
Analyst
Secondary Rating Analyst
+1 312 205 3397
Emma Grif th
Senior Director
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Committee Chairperson
+1 212 908 9124
MEDIA CONTACTS
Sandro Scenga
New York
+1 212 908 0278
sandro.scenga@the tchgroup.com
Additional information is available on www. tchratings.com
APPLICABLE CRITERIA
Infrastructure and Project Finance Rating Criteria (pub. 24 Mar 2020) (including rating
assumption sensitivity)
Airports Rating Criteria (pub. 22 Oct 2020) (including rating assumption sensitivity)

APPLICABLE MODELS
Numbers in parentheses accompanying applicable model(s) contain hyperlinks to criteria
providing description of model(s).
GIG AST Model, v1.3.0 (1)
ADDITIONAL DISCLOSURES
Dodd-Frank Rating Information Disclosure Form
Solicitation Status
Endorsement Policy
ENDORSEMENT STATUS
Love Field Airport Modernization Corporation (TX)

EU Endorsed, UK Endorsed

DISCLAIMER
ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND
DISCLAIMERS. PLEASE READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING
THIS LINK: HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/UNDERSTANDINGCREDITRATINGS.
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DEFINITIONS-DOCUMENT DETAILS FITCH'S RATING DEFINITIONS FOR EACH RATING
SCALE AND RATING CATEGORIES, INCLUDING DEFINITIONS RELATING TO DEFAULT.
PUBLISHED RATINGS, CRITERIA, AND METHODOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THIS
SITE AT ALL TIMES. FITCH'S CODE OF CONDUCT, CONFIDENTIALITY, CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST, AFFILIATE FIREWALL, COMPLIANCE, AND OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE CODE OF CONDUCT SECTION
OF THIS SITE. DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS RELEVANT INTERESTS ARE
AVAILABLE AT HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/SITE/REGULATORY. FITCH MAY
HAVE PROVIDED ANOTHER PERMISSIBLE SERVICE TO THE RATED ENTITY OR ITS
RELATED THIRD PARTIES. DETAILS OF THIS SERVICE FOR WHICH THE LEAD ANALYST
IS BASED IN AN ESMA- OR FCA-REGISTERED FITCH RATINGS COMPANY (OR BRANCH
OF SUCH A COMPANY) CAN BE FOUND ON THE ENTITY SUMMARY PAGE FOR THIS
ISSUER ON THE FITCH RATINGS WEBSITE.
READ LESS

COPYRIGHT
Copyright © 2021 by Fitch Ratings, Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall
Street, NY, NY 10004. Telephone: 1-800-753-4824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435.
Reproduction or retransmission in whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All
rights reserved. In issuing and maintaining its ratings and in making other reports (including
forecast information), Fitch relies on factual information it receives from issuers and
underwriters and from other sources Fitch believes to be credible. Fitch conducts a
reasonable investigation of the factual information relied upon by it in accordance with its
ratings methodology, and obtains reasonable veri cation of that information from
independent sources, to the extent such sources are available for a given security or in a
given jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the thirdparty veri cation it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its
issuer, the requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is
offered and sold and/or the issuer is located, the availability and nature of relevant public
information, access to the management of the issuer and its advisers, the availability of preexisting third-party veri cations such as audit reports, agreed-upon procedures letters,
appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering reports, legal opinions and other reports provided
by third parties, the availability of independent and competent third- party veri cation
sources with respect to the particular security or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer,
and a variety of other factors. Users of Fitch's ratings and reports should understand that
neither an enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party veri cation can ensure that
all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with a rating or a report will be accurate
and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are responsible for the accuracy of the
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information they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering documents and other
reports. In issuing its ratings and its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts,
including independent auditors with respect to nancial statements and attorneys with
respect to legal and tax matters. Further, ratings and forecasts of nancial and other
information are inherently forward-looking and embody assumptions and predictions
about future events that by their nature cannot be veri ed as facts. As a result, despite any
veri cation of current facts, ratings and forecasts can be affected by future events or
conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating or forecast was issued or af rmed.
The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of
any kind, and Fitch does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will
meet any of the requirements of a recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to
the creditworthiness of a security. This opinion and reports made by Fitch are based on
established criteria and methodologies that Fitch is continuously evaluating and updating.
Therefore, ratings and reports are the collective work product of Fitch and no individual, or
group of individuals, is solely responsible for a rating or a report. The rating does not
address the risk of loss due to risks other than credit risk, unless such risk is speci cally
mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of any security. All Fitch reports have
shared authorship. Individuals identi ed in a Fitch report were involved in, but are not
solely responsible for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are named for contact
purposes only. A report providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for
the information assembled, veri ed and presented to investors by the issuer and its agents
in connection with the sale of the securities. Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any
time for any reason in the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not provide investment advice
of any sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security. Ratings do
not comment on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular
investor, or the tax-exempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect to any
security. Fitch receives fees from issuers, insurers, guarantors, other obligors, and
underwriters for rating securities. Such fees generally vary from US$1,000 to US$750,000
(or the applicable currency equivalent) per issue. In certain cases, Fitch will rate all or a
number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or guaranteed by a particular
insurer or guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary from
US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent). The assignment,
publication, or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not constitute a consent by Fitch to
use its name as an expert in connection with any registration statement led under the
United States securities laws, the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United
Kingdom, or the securities laws of any particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative ef ciency
of electronic publishing and distribution, Fitch research may be available to electronic
subscribers up to three days earlier than to print subscribers.
For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an
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Australian nancial services license (AFS license no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide
credit ratings to wholesale clients only. Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not
intended to be used by persons who are retail clients within the meaning of the
Corporations Act 2001
Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a
Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization (the "NRSRO"). While certain of the
NRSRO's credit rating subsidiaries are listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are
authorized to issue credit ratings on behalf of the NRSRO (see
https://www. tchratings.com/site/regulatory), other credit rating subsidiaries are not listed
on Form NRSRO (the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings issued by those
subsidiaries are not issued on behalf of the NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO personnel may
participate in determining credit ratings issued by or on behalf of the NRSRO.
READ LESS

SOLICITATION STATUS
The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained by Fitch at the request of the
rated entity/issuer or a related third party. Any exceptions follow below.
ENDORSEMENT POLICY
Fitch’s international credit ratings produced outside the EU or the UK, as the case may be,
are endorsed for use by regulated entities within the EU or the UK, respectively, for
regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU CRA Regulation or the UK Credit
Rating Agencies (Amendment etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, as the case may be. Fitch’s
approach to endorsement in the EU and the UK can be found on Fitch’s Regulatory Affairs
page on Fitch’s website. The endorsement status of international credit ratings is provided
within the entity summary page for each rated entity and in the transaction detail pages for
structured nance transactions on the Fitch website. These disclosures are updated on a
daily basis.
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